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ABSTRACT

Particle production was measured by the E866 forward spectrometer. It was re-
ported earlier in our publication [1] that a correlation between particle ratios and the
asymmetry of energy deposition in zero degree calorimeter(ZCAL) was found. To fur-
ther investigate the azimuthal asymmetry analysis, the forward hodoscope(HODO)
was incorporated and the correlation between the particle production and the "reac-
tion plane" will be discussed. Preliminary analysis shows enhanced in-plain proton
production.

1. Introduction
It has been reported by E877 that Au + Au collision exhibits directed flow phenomena

even at AGS energy2. It attracted attention since it probes the collision dynamics and
the equation of state. The flow measurement might serve as a tool for searching the phase
transition to soft Quark Gluon Plasma phase.

In this article, we focus on the study of the correlation between the reaction plane deter-
mined by the E866 HODO and the particle production measured by the forward spectrom-
eter.

2. Azimuthal angle determination by HODO

Figure [1] shows the E866 spectrometer setup. HODO is placed about 10m down stream
from the target in front of ZCAL. HODO consists of two planes of 39 scintillator arrays
of lcm x 1 cm x 40cm. The front plane is segmented in horizontal direction(x) and the
back plane is in vertical direction(y). Each slats are readout by two PMT's placed on each
ends and pulse height and timing information were recorded. It was installed and became
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AGS-E866 Spectrometer

Figure 1: E866 experimental setup. HODO is placed 10m down stream from the target in front of ZCAL
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Figure 2: Typical HODO ADC spectra after taking geometrical mean of the pulse height of the two PMT
signals.
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operational in 1993 to determine the reaction plane from the forward fragment distribution
from the Au + Au collisions."

A typical energy deposit distribution in one HODO slat is shown in Fig. [2]. What
is plotted in this figure is the geometrical mean of two PMT pulse height after pedestal
subtraction. One minimum ionizing particle(MIP) and two MIP peaks are clearly seen. The
peak structure becomes ambiguous after the charge 3. It should be attributed partially to
statistical smearing and partially to fragments with charge larger than 1.

The following step was taken to define the reaction plane with HODO and ZCAL1

1. If n = y/(ADCi - PEDx) * (ADC2 - PED2)/G < 4 assign Chalat = n Where n
is default charge assignment, ADC"s,P.E.D's are ADC values and pedestal values
of two PMT's attached to a given slat. G is the gain factor obtained from the 1
MIP peak position. Chsiat is the charge assignment for the slat.

2. If n > 4 assign Chaiat = y/n since the energy deposition is proportional to Z2.

3. Sum up all charges on hit slats except saturated ones Tempaum = 52non.sat. Chsiat(i),
where Tempaum is the temporary charge sum of the plane.

4. Estimate total charge from ZCAL, SumzcAL as SUTUZCAL = EZCAL/11.6(GeV) *
79/197 where EZCAL is the energy measured by ZCAL in GeV.

5. Assign the difference SUTUZCAL — Tempaum to the saturated slat. If there are
more than one saturated slat, the charge is equally distributed.

6. Then calculate the center of gravity of the charge position, XHODO and YJJODO

as, XHODO = Y'C'H u) '• YHODO is also determined using the same formula
independently.

7. reaction plane <f> = arctan{YuoDOI

Figure [3 shows the XHODO and YHODO distributions when the events are triggered by
FSPEC trigger. FSPEC is defined as at least one charged particle goes through tracking
chambers. Each X,Y distributions look nice Gaussian and can not find any strange correla-
tion between them in the 2 dimensional figures.

Simulation study of the resolution of the reaction plane using ARC and RQMD combined
with GEANT gives nominally 50 degrees. [3]. Though further study is needed to pin down
the systematic uncertainty due to the beam position ambiguity. A preliminary simulation
study shows it increases the ambiguity roughly 5 degrees on the average.

3. Px distributions

The forward spectrometer acceptance for TT,P are shown in Fig. [4]. It is known from E877
results that the maximum flow signals are located near beam and target rapidity slightly
shifted towards mid-rapidity [4]. To investigate the Pt dependence of the asymmetry, rapidity
ranges between 0.5 to 0.7 for protons and 2.5 to 2.7 for TT'S were taken.

1This method has not been established as the E866 standard and minor modifications may be applied to
the E866 future analysis.
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Figure 3: XHODO and YHODO distributions
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Figure 4: E866 Forward Spectrometer Acceptance for TT,P respectively
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Figure 5: Px distribution for it at rapidity 2.5-2.7 with Pt = 0.2-0.3,0.3-0.4,0.4-0.5 GeV/c respectively.

Figure [5] shows Px distribution for 7r in the Pt range 0.2-0.5 GeV/c with 0.1 GeV/c
slices. Since the definition of Px is Pt * cos(<£), the distribution should show basically the
cosine function shape if the emission of n is isotropic. From these distributions, we can not
conclude that there is any asymmetry.

Figure [6] shows Px distribution for protons in the Pt range 0.1-0.3 GeV/c with 0.1 GeV/c
slices. For protons, it is clear that there is some degree of asymmetry in the Px distributions.
The asymmetry seems to be bigger with the larger Pt. These observations are in qualitative
agreement with E877 results including the sign.

4. Conclusion

Though the study of azimuthal asymmetry in particle production measured in the E866
forward spectrometer with HODO is still not complete, it is hinted that we can see the clear
evidence of the asymmetry for protons.

Further study is needed to conclude anything from the Px distributin of TT.

If this analysis is extended over the whole kinematic region our two spectrometers can
cover, E866 has capability to map out the asymmetry of the particle productions almost
exclusively.

Systematic error evaluation due to the beam position ambiguity and the effect of delta
rays etc... are to be investigated to make this analysis quantitative.
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Figure 6: Px distribution for protons at rapidity 0.5-0.7 with Pt = 0.1-0.2, 03-0.3 GeV/c respectively.
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